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What really sets us apart from other agents is our combined
experience in the Real Estate Business hand in hand with the
utilization of the most advanced technologies available to us.
Last, but not least, is our knowledge of the Bay Area Market
that led to authoring two books on the subjects of, buying and
selling Real Estate. 

What Sets Us Apart...

Our Books are Available in Two Formats: Digital and Audio

FEEL FREE TO DOWNLOAD OUR BOOKS. 
Our Clients Enjoy Complimentary Copies.

What Our Clients 
Have to Say About Us



About Us - Who Are We?

Amiri Realty Group, helmed by siblings Mardin and Amir Amiri in
San Jose, California, shines as a beacon of trust and excellence
among real estate brokers. With a track record built on
unwavering client support and delivering exceptional residential
property experiences, their personal touch and extensive
industry networks ensure a bespoke level of attention crucial for
strong client-realtor relationships. Count on Amiri Realty Group
for capable, professional handling of your property dealings.

With a tech background, Amir, a seasoned
mortgage and real estate broker, brings a
high-touch approach, combining extensive
market expertise and unmatched passion for
optimal outcomes. With over 20 years in real
estate, his depth of knowledge and
enthusiasm drive his work. Leveraging
advanced tech, he stays current in the ever-
changing real estate scene.

Mardin Amiri, with a management
background in Silicon Valley and two decades
in real estate, holds extensive connections
within California's real estate realm.
Recognized for her unwavering client
commitment, Mardin delivers dependable
advice, fueled by a pursuit of perfection and
meticulous attention to detail in property
transactions across the state."
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Our Designations and Certificates - We are Experts

Purchase or Refinance Mortgage Loans

We have partnered with Loan Factory Mortgage Company and
are able to help our Clients obtain financing from more than 30
lenders. Our rates are among the most competitive in California.
We can provide various types of Loans for all level of Borrowers.
Loans like Conventional, FHA, VA, USDA, ITIN, Bank Statement,
Asset, DSCR, QM, Non-QM, Foreign Investment, Self-Employed,
etc.. 

Go Ahead Check Our Rates Right Now

www.AmiriAmir.com


